
 

 

 

AUTOMATIC GATES TIMBER FINISH OPTIONS 

 

What finish should we consider? That all depends on the type of material used and finish 

required. Also the environment of the system and any contributing effect upon the finish 

due to its location should be considered. 

 

The life expectancy and seasonal affects upon the finish may have a bearing on what is 

finally recommended. All timber gates have metal furniture that will need to be protected. 

 

The base material has a considerable affect on the finish and what should be used. This is 

important, as natural oils and alike within a product vary according to type and age. 

 

Timber has natural chemicals within that can react with some metals and protection from 

this will be necessary for the right finish. Examples; Oak will react with iron and go blue, 

gray before bleaching out. Cedar, Oak and Iroko are materials that do not ideally suit 

being painted and prefer the right type of stain. 

 

 

   
 

Brake dust and metal shavings can cause rust spots and staining, even water marks can be 

of concern. Over hanging trees, hedges and just about anything that could affect the gate 

may need to be considered early on in the choice of gate. 

 

   
 

 



 

What are our options? The preparation and finish of any gate is optional and all are 

subject to choice. Long term finishes are requested with staining or painting and powder 

coating on metal items a popular choice. Any finish will rely upon the base it is put on 

and most items fitted out doors benefit from a weather resistant foundation. 

 

   
 

Pressure Impregnated Soft Wood (P.I.S/W) can be a very successful material that once 

cured (dry) may be painted using micro porous products. However it is a knotty timber 

that is not everyone’s 1st choice. Accoya is a manmade solution that is ideal when a paint 

finish is needed and a finer grain required. 

 

Idigbo and Sapele are hard woods that are more successful than others with paint 

treatment finish (micro porous or specialist products) 

 

   
 

If a fine grain finish is required and the option for lighter staining, Iroko or such like is 

preferred and if weight is the issue Cedar can be a fine choice, but it is high in natural oils 

and less successful at staining or painting. 

 

Oak is a popular option but it has strong characteristics that do not suit Automation or 

decoration as well as others. They also can not be stopped from splitting naturally 

(shake). 

 

Please ask your specialist decorators about the best finish for your gate and how to 

maintain it accordingly. 

 

Every day we find good looking gates are usually well maintained gates. 
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